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Kalkine Professional provides Equity Research solutions to Financial planners and  
industry professionals in varied sectors for intelligent decision making. The aim is to  
identify trending themes, and cover stocks in diverse sectors. 
 
Kalkine’s reports provide comprehensive fundamental and technical analysis on stocks 
typically with an objective to provide Buy, Sell or Hold recommendations as a general  
advice only. 
 
Kalkine’s research services are present across 5 different geographies  
namely Australia, United States, United Kingdom, Canada and New Zealand.



Global Company Research

Global Fully  
Charged Report

American Tech  
Report

Kalkine Resources  
Report

Kalkine Professional provides access to diverse theme-based global company research 
reports, daily market updates, and commodity price updates, from a team of experienced 
professionals. The aim to identify new ideas and opportunities for investors in the stock 
market and our analysis provides actionable insights in the form of ‘Buy’, ‘Sell’ and Hold 
recommendations. Kalkine Professional is a one-stop shop for enhancing your stock  
market understanding. Look no further and get access to our subscription of daily,  
weekly, and or fortnightly research reports.
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Getting access to global stock research covering varied themes, macro-micro environ-
ment with prudent risks-reward comparison has never been easy. Kalkine Professional is 
one of the most diversified equity research platforms which covers 1000+ stocks globally 
listed in Australia, New Zealand, United States, United Kingdom, and Canada.

Kalkine Professional provides insights on quality stocks at reasonable prices as  
identified based on robust screening process. These screeners are developed in-house by 
the research team to identify sustainable and or growth-oriented business models  
typically providing stable dividends and return on equities for mid-to-long term scenarios.

Our prudent stock screening process identifies trending opportunities

Gain Confidence with Kalkine Professional
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Financial Data and Interactive Charting  
Interface for Quick Decision Making 
Kalkine’s platform provides the company’s financial data, related news, and  
announcements, along with an interactive charting capability to help its users gauge the 
current stock price action, visualize any short-term and long-term trading signals, and 
customize the chart by selecting trading indicators. 



Detailed Financial & Company Insights
Kalkine Professional provides access to the key financial and operational data, shareholder 
data, key positives and negatives, and management insights on forward-looking  
statistics, upcoming events and risks associated.

Technical Analysis
Our in-depth technical research provides proper entry and exit points, risk-reward  
scenarios, time-frames, and proprietary technical scores for short-term and swing trading  
opportunities.
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Tracking recent market events  
and trending sectors
Stay updated with recent news and events, expert analysis, and their impact  
on stock price, with Kalkine Professional. 
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To explore more,  
please get in touch with us!

Free Demo can be Scheduled

Explore Kalkine Professional without any obligation by  
booking a free tour with one of our Client Service Managers.

PHONE: +442030261895

EMAIL: customer.service@kalkine.co.uk

Customer Support

As a part of your paid membership to “Kalkine Professional”, we provide 
subscribers the ability to call and speak to our  
representatives about any questions you may have about our services 
between the hours of 9:00 AM – 6:00 PM Monday to Friday. In summary, 
“Kalkine” is happy to answer calls regarding our published material, how-
ever, due to strict compliance  
requirements, we simply cannot answer questions related to your personal 
financial circumstances. 
 
Note: The information given by Kalkine is general information or advice only. 
It does not take into account any of your  
personal objectives, circumstances or needs. Not all investments are appro-
priate for all people. If you do not feel confident making a decision based 
on our general recommendations, you should consider obtaining personal 
advice from an authorised adviser.

To activate a free 7-day trial

Get access to Kalkine Professional by just signing for a 7-days free trial.

https://kalkine.co.uk/kalkine-professional
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DISCLAIMER

Kalkine tries to ensure that the information on the website is correct, but does not give any express 
or implied warranty as to its accuracy. We do not accept any liability for error or omission. The  
purpose of our service is to provide potential investors with general information regarding the  
market. 

Under no circumstances, any of our reports are intended to be used or considered as  
financial or investment advice, a recommendation or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to 
buy any securities or other form of financial asset. You should consult your professional adviser for 
any financial advice.
 
The reports does not regard any specific investment objectives, financial situation or the particular 
needs of any specific person.
 
Our reports may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our current 
expectations with respect to market conditions, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance 
on these forward looking statements.

KALKINE 63, ST MARY AXE 
LONDON EC3A 8AA

+442030261895

customer.service@kalkine.co.uk

Get access to  
Kalkine Professional 

Now!


